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AFRICA CYBER DEFENSE FORUM ANNOUNCES A
STRATEGIC ALLIANCE WITH CSCIS AS
REGISTRATIONS OPENS FOR 2021

PRESS
RELEASE

Nairobi, 2nd April 2021
Africa Cyber Defense Forum announced today that it has entered into a Strategic Partnership with
The Centre of Strategic Cyberspace and International Studies.
The annual Forum, the first-of-its-kind, an African Cyber Defense technology experience platform
for public and private cooperation, will be hosted virtually on the 23rd – 24th June 2021 due to the
CoviD-19 for the second time and features a 24hr Cyberlympics.
The partners' objective and mission are to offer cyber-security and cyber-defense thought
leadership to both the public and the private sector through engaging and thought-provoking
dialogues, fact-based research, and policy recommendations.
“Our partnership with CSCIS allows our audience to share and exchange ideas and best practices as
well as learn from our collective expertise in the Cyber Defense industry within the continent and
beyond, as we address the global threat of cybercrime in the continent and beyond. As the threats
get more complex and attack more sophisticated, there is a clear need for international
collaboration and knowledge sharing between businesses, nations, and continents,” Gilbert
Nyandeje, Founder and CEO, Africa Cyber Defense Forum.
“This forum and CSCIS participation comes at a crucial time. Relations with partners in Africa are
more important,” said Richard Zaluski, CSCIS President. “By bringing together leading voices from
the region to share their insights, this forum will help shape strategic thinking and global thought
leadership that is critical within cyberspace security. We feel that our support and expertise
delivers important insights for discussion and analysis not only for Africa as a region but for Africa
on the global cyber stage.”
For more information about Africa Cyber Defense Forum 2021, please visit
www.africacyberdefenseforum.com
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RETHINKING THE NEW RISK MANAGEMENT
MODELS TOWARDS CYBER RESILIENCE

THEME
23-24 JUNE

About Africa Cyber Defense Forum
THE AFRICA CYBER Defense Forum is a continental platform for public-private cooperation.
The forum through its well-curated and world-class content, engages top-level government,
Technology experts, business leaders, and other leaders of society to shape the continental, regional,
and industry agendas in African cyberspace.
Our activities are anchored in our passionate pursuit of better and safer technology and we are seeking
to shape the future of information security, cyber defense, and cybersecurity through progressive and
inspiring conversations in technology and offering thought leadership to both governments, society,
and the private sector.
We believe that technology has the potential to bring transformative change in the continent and
society, but we must ensure that it is equally secure. This is why by bringing together experts from all
walks of life in a business conscious platform we can make a positive change in our society.
www.africacyberdefenseforum.com

About the Centre for Strategic Cyberspace + International Studies (CSCIS)
The Centre for Strategic Cyberspace + International Studies is a bipartisan, multilateral, international
organization. It seeks to advance global cyberspace security and prosperity by providing strategic
insights for cyberspace and policy solutions to decision-makers.
The Centre contributes to and facilitates discourse on cybersecurity, cyberspace, and policy between
government, industry, academia, and civil society.
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